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Supreme Court Upholds·
Draft Compliance for Aid
By Denise RestQ
Beginning July 1, college-age
men who apply for federal financial
aid must sign a statement indicating
they have registered for the draft.
!hose students who have not regIstered bave a grace period until
Aug. I to be considered for aid.
The U.S. Supreme Court last
week reinstated a lower court ruling
that male college students who have
not signed a statement of compliance With .draft registration will
be deni.ed federal aid. This action
overrules a contlicting ruling madC
by U.S. DistrictCourtJudgcDonald
Alsop earlier this year, which fore
bade the government to enforce the
draft-aid bill.
Judge Alsop based his ruling on
MichaelA. ouuo~us
the principle that the law compels
WILLIAM RUCKELSHAUS, (right} Environmental Protection self-incrimination and violates conL
Agency director and Sen. Pete Domenici took part in an EPA stitutional prohibitions against
policy hearing at the City council Chambers Wednesday punishment without trial.
·
afternoon.
·

William Ruckelshaus, director of
the federal Environmental Protection Agency, heard three panels of
expert witnesses describe the confusion among city and state officials
surrounding implementation of EPA
policy guidelines.
The hearing was conducted
Wednesday in the Albuquerque City
council chambers by U.S. Sen. Pete
V. Domenici, chairman of the Sen·
ate Committee on Environment and
Public Works.
Ruckelshaus, appointed bY President Reagan in April to take over the
troubled agency following the resignation of Anne McGill Burford,
heard one witness after another testify that neither the staie nor the EPA
could hope to enforce existing environmental statutes without addi•
tiona! commitment of federal money
and manpower.
New Mexico Health and Environment Secretary Robert McNeill said
increased responsibilities passed on
to the states by the Reagan administration may mean state budgets
won't be able to adequately safeguard the health of citizens living in
areas previously contaminated by
hazardous waste dumping.
McNeill said New Mexicans in
four specific. areas -:- Churchrock,
Milan, Clovis and Albuquerque's
South Valley - are living in environments containing hazardous
wastes, and the EPA has a responsibility to act more quickly than it has
in the past to ensure their safety.

The secretary said public expectations for timely removal of these
wastes are not being met, and urged
Ruckelshaus- to release additional
funds from the EPA "Superfund" to
deal with these sites.
·
McNeill said the current system,
which requires the state to foot I0
percent of the cleanup bill at waste
sites, does not take into account .the
problems caused by low initial esti·
mates of the costs involved. He
pointed to the South Valley as an
example, where the initial estimate
of $350,000 for cleaning up chemical wastes has risen to $847,000,
playing havoc with slate planning.
Albuquerque Mayor Harry Kinney and City Council President
Robert White both asked that the
EPA consider funding local govern·
ments in the same manner as states.
The pair said work on the city's
sludge treatment project could produce important findings for similiar
programs elsewhere, and asked that
the .EPA fund such innovative projects through a special allocation
separate from funds received by the
state.
Albuquerque uses spent nuclear
fuel to dry sludge so it becomes
harmless enough to be used as fertilizer lit city parks and golf courses,
but funding problems have made 'the
future of the program uncertain.
Spokespersons for the New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and Water, the Southwest Research and Information Center, the Sierra Club
and the Weste!"' Regional Council
continued on P•l• 5
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ing, students applying for fedcrul uid
were not required to file documents
indicating they had registered for the
draft. Students currently receiving
aid will now have to show proof of
registration in order to receive further finuncial assistance.
John Whiteside, associate director ofFinancial Aid at the University
of New Mexico, said that when the
restraining order was handed down
by Alsop, •'we advised students that
the order may be overruled."
The UNM Financiul Aids Office
had asked that financial aid applicants file a statement of compliance
"on a voluntary basis,"
Whiteside said about 85 percent
of the students applying for aid had
voluntarily filed the now-required
document.
·'Students on work study will
have to sign a statemeht of compliance by July 31 to be eligible for
aid in August," he said.

Regents 0 K Plans
For Pedestrian Mall

Panels Tell EPA Director
Of Guideline Confusion
By Dennis Pohlman

Charlie Maresca, a spokesman for
Draft Action, a Washington, D.C.based group opposed to draft registration, said it appears that the
Solomon Amendment, which challenged the constitutionality of the
law, was successful. The original
suit was filed in November in Minnesota by the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group on behalf of
three anonymous draft-age men who
declined to register.
'-'There has been a stay (to the
law)," Maresca said, ''but we have
to wait until the Supreme Court reviews the case during the next session. Until then, the federal government can enforce the law."
Maresca added that 15 individuals
have been indicted on charges of
non-compliance. Nine of those
cases have gone to trial, and the rest
are on apppcaL
Prior to the Supreme Court's rul-

.'

- By Mark Michnovicz
The University of New Mexico
Board of Regents approved conceptual plans for the development of a
pedestrian mall on Yale Boulevard
north of Redondo Drive during theif
regular business meeting
Wednesday.
The design for the mall would in- ·
elude a cul-de-sac in front of the art
building where cars .could let out
passengers and tum around. No traffie would be allowed pas !the cui-de·
sac.
Parking spaces would be available within' the driveway to the cuiGA1RRI:V CARRUTHERS
de-sac.
The mall would. also include a
pedestrian walkway south of Mitchell Hall and a parking lot for the
handicapped south and west ofCarlisle Gymnasium.
Regent Dr. John Paez expressed
his concern that there would not be
By Dennis Polllman
adequate parking for the handicapped or access to the UNM .BookAn official ofthe U.S. Depart- store.
ment of the Interior jokingly calLandscape Architect Guy R.
)e(l-on Go\t. Toney Anaya to resJohns said the new handicapped
ign Tuesday, saying it was only
parking lot would have the same
fair that department officials
number of spaces as those available
haveachancetoteplyloAnaya's
presently on Yale Boulevard.
statements that Interior Secretary.
The parking spaces in the cui-deJames Wait resign •'for the good
sac driveway would allow for access
of the country."
to the University bookstore, Johns
· Assistant Secretary of the In·
said.
. terior Gatr~<Y carruthers, in
No final design or funding propAlbuquerque to speak to the
osals for the mall were discussed at
Chamber of Commerce on
the meeting.
national environmental conUniversity President John Perocems, said Interior Department
vich presented 'highlights from the
omcials simply ·•aren't on the
NaiionaiCommissionon Excellence
same wavelength" with the govin Education'sreport on problems in
ernor.
education,
Carruthers, himself a New
·· The Commission's recommenda•
Mexico native,. charged that
tions include raising admission re·aov. Anaya
· , s pu bhe
· statements
qu·1'rements and ,·mprov·'1ng· the q··ua.ll'.
ty ·o· f. ·stu·dentS.
on environmental issues afflict·
ing .the state are politically moti·
Perovich said the University has
·d d
already·r.aised adm1'.s·s1'on requ1're1
vate d. an
·h serve
bl on fy to com·
ments to. four. yeats ofEn.g· lish, three
poun
..
t
.
e
pro
emsresources.
o managulg
the slate's natural
yeats of mathematics. two years of
The assistant secretary' pointed
natural sciences .and two years of
to sta.tements made bv Anaya at -social
sciences.
·
J
These requirell1t!nts compare to
contlnulld on IMP• 5 ·four years of English. three years of
.__ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ __. . mathematics, three years of natural

Interior Official
Jokingly Asks
Anaya to Quit

sciences, three years of social sciences and one year of computer science recommended by the commission.
Perovich said seven National
Merit Scholars, approximately 200
Presidential Scholars and550 Excell
Scholars will attend UNM in the
fall.
With these 757 scholars, the num·
ber of quality students attending
UNM will be enhanced by about 50
percent, Perovich said.
Perovich said the University
would continue to recruit high
school students from the top I0 perc
cent of graduating classes.
In other business, the board
approved the University Medal,
which will be awarded to a person of
national or international accomplishment deserving of high honor.
The medal has not yet been designed.
The board also approved a revised
request to the Board of Educational
Finance for funding of the proposed
Management/Social Sciences
building.
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Wire Report
Ex-Official Will Face Charge
WASHINGTON - A federal
judge refused Wednesday to dismiss
a grand jury indictment against former Environmental Protection
Agency official Rita Lavelle, and
ordered her to stand trial this month
for contempt of Congress,
"The motion is denied. Sec you
on the 21st" of July, U.S District
Judge June Green told Ms. Lavelle
and her lawyer, James Bierbowcr,
after an hour-long hearing.
Lavelle is the former head of the
EPA's $1.6 billion toxic waste
dump cleanup program. She made
no comments to reporiers after the
hearing.
She was indicted by a feder<.~l
grand jury in May on a single count
of rcfusi ng to testify before the
House Energy and Commerce over-

sight subcommittee, which was
probing charges the program was
manipulated for political purposes.
Pro::sident Reagan fired her Feb. 7
as half a dozen congressional panels
intensified their investigations into
alleged improper activity at the
agency.
Bierbower asked for dismissal of
the indictment on grounds that due
process was violated because the
subpoena was served "by two strangers'' as Lavelle appeared voluntarily before a Senate committee.
He said the House subcommittee
members went "beyond their rights
of oversight and were really out to
prosecute my client."
He also noted that former EPA
Administrator Anne Burford was
cited for contempt of Congress last

December but never prosecuted.
"When they want to prosecute my
client, they do it within days," Bierbower suid.
But Judge Green said the subpoena was served by two known
House employees.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Timothy
Reardon .at·gucd that neither the
House nor the Senate placed restrictions on where a subpoena could be
served.
Lavelle is the first EPA official to
face a criminal trial as a result of the
controversy that CliUsed forced depattures of 21 political appointees
from the EPA.
If convicted, she faces up to a year
in prison and a $1.000 fine on the
indictment, returned a week aftcrthe
House voted overwhelmingly to cite
her for contempt.

General Fends Off Inner Coup,
Sister's Kidnapping Reported
GUATEMALA CITY ~ Four
men armed with pistols and submachine guns kidnapped the pregnant sister of Guatemalan President
Efrain Rios Monti last week while
the general fended off a coup
aucmpt, officials said Wednesday.
On Oct. 14, 1982,Three gunmen
abducted his nephew, Mario Rios
Munoz, 19, but he was rescued unharmed in a shoot out between
police and his leftist kidnappers in
Guatemala City.
Rios Montt's sister, Marta Elena
Carlota Rios de Rivas, 36, was
abducted last Wednesday from a
drugstore ncar the primary school
where she worked as a teacher, said
Rafael Escobar Arguello, deputy
presidential press secretary.

No .explanation was given why
the kidnapping was kept secret for a
full week, but heavy police roadblocks were seen around Guatemala
last Wednesday and rumors that a
family member was kidnapped have
circulated the city all week.
Mrs. Rios Montt de Rivera was
forced into a car by four men armed
with pistols and sub-machine guns,
who raced off with her to an linknown location, Escobar said.
Escobar said the woman was five
months pregnant at the time of her
abduction and needs constant
medication to prevent a miscarriage.
He added that .no contact has been
made with her kidnappers.
Rios Montt de Rivera was accom-

Ruling May Speed Death.
For Death Row lomates

United Press International

panied by another woman teacher
when she was abducted. Officials
denied initial rcporis that she too
was abducted.
Escobar did not say what measures arc being taken by the
woman's husband or the government to free the her.
The "born-again" evan8clical
Christian who took power in March
1982, was threatened with a rightist
civilian-military coup the very day
of the kidnapping.
Ricarado Mendez Ruiz Jr., the
23-year-old son of the powerful Interior Minister during the previous
regime of Romeo Lucas.Garcia, also
was held by rebels for 51 days and
freed unharmed March 13, 1982.

Leader Shuffles Power,
Rebels Begin Mediation
TUNIS, Tunisia- Yasser Arafat's Fatah guerrilla group shuftled
its leadership Wednesday in an apparent attempt to resolve the mutiny
in the Palestine Liberation Organization, Palestinian officials sai.d.
In Damascus, a PLO mediation committee left for Tunis to confer
with Arafat on a rebel demand that he hand over control of F11tah, the
largest group in the PLO, until a general congress of the faction decides
his future role.

It was not clear if the shuffle decided in Tunis was directly related to
the rebels' dem~;~nd.
A statement by committee chairman Khaled Fahoum said the mediation efforts had produced an agreement not to solve Palestinian differences by force, amounting to a formal cease-fire between warring
rebels and loyalists.
Fahoum called the accord the key accompli;;hment of the mediation
and the first step toward a more comprehensive settlement of the rift
inside the PLO.
Rebel spokesman Jihad Saleh told a news conference in Damascus
the delegation was carrying back to Antfat a demand for establishment
of a committee to prepare a general meeting of Fatah where they could
air their grievances.
They demanded that the committee take control of all Fatah resources, replacing Arafat's personal control of the faction,
Saleh said the mediators would return to th.:; Syrian capital for
further talks after discussing the rebel demands with Arafat in his Tunis
headquarters. .
.
_
The rebels claimed Fatah 's Squad 17- Arafat's elite security
police - had joined the rebellion because Arafat' s military deputy
Khalil Wazir, known as Abu Jihad, wished to transfer forces from
Lebanon's eastern Bekaa Valley to the northern port of Tripoli.
The mediators said the rebels expressed support for the unity of the
PLO and to defeating ''imperialist American plots,'' including President Reagan's plan for a Palestinian entity in the occupied West Bank
linked to Jordan.

t\,

Oallc!!n~

DANCE FEVER: A Fourth of July concert and d•nce was held.at Johnson Field Monday
aftemoon. A large crowd turned out to listen to four diHenmt bands. People are seen
hfiTBd•nt:ing to the musicoftheBre•kers. The•how wassponso'ed by ASUNM Popular
Entem.inment Committee •nd • loal r•dio station.

WASHINGTON (UPll- The cedures may let some prisoners die
Supreme Couri ended its 1982-83 by mistake.
term Wednesday with a major capitIn Texas, Barefoot rcfusqd to
al punishment ruling th<ll Gould leave his cell to talk to reporters after
speed the nation's I ,202 Death Row his defeat at the Supreme Court. But
inmates to their executions.
another innl&tc described Barefoot
On a 6-3 vote, the justices upheld as "very tense" and said he saw him
a new legal shortcut, used to send with his "car glued to the radio,"
condemned Texas inmate Charlie waiting for news of the ruling.
Brooks to his death last year.
In Mississippi, state officials
Acting in the case of Thomas planned to try to put the new deuth
Barefoot, a Texas murderer who penalty ruling to use immediately to
came within II hours of execution clear the way for the prompt execuby injection in January, the justice5 tion of child-killer Jimmy Lee Gray.
ruled he did not deserve more time to
Only seven men have been expitch his last legal appclll and could ecuted since the Supreme Court
have been put to death.
reinstated capital punishment in
Writing for the court, Justice 1976. But more than I00 arc in the
Byron White said Death Row in- last stages of their appeals, and exmates who h<~ve almost run out of perts say the nation is on the verge of
ways to put off their sentences do not a tide of cxccutious.
have a "legal entitlement" to autoThe death penalty is now on the
matic postponements of their exccu- books in 37 states, and the Justice
_tion in their last stages of appeal.
Department reported this week that
For the first time, the court ruled I ,202 people arc now tlWaiting exthat when an execution is imminent, ecution, a record number.
a federal appeals court may compress the time it usually takes to consider a prisoner's legal claims, give
a hurried rejection and let the execution take 'place on schedule.
If adopted by the nation's 12 U.S.
Circuit Courts of Appeals, the shortcut could trim at least four to six
months off the life of a condemned
prisoner. Critics say the hurried pro-

Small Ads
are seen
in the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Arafat has charged the dissidents are backed by Syria, prompting
authorities to expel him from Damascus two weeks ago. Last week, the
rebellion erupted into open warfare.
The shuffle, announced after a two-day meeting ofthe Fatah Central
Committee in Tunis, was seen as an attempt to defuse the rebellion by
showing that Arafat is willing to disseminate authority within Fatah.
Arafat kepi his jobs as chairman and financial chief ofFatah but gave
up his role as head of the information division toKhaledEI Hassan, a
spokesman said. El Hassan is considered a moderate.
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Interior-----

Forum

continued from page 1

---Opinion---

---Editorial--Flood Plan JAil Watt'
Poor planning and insensitivity by government officials again introduced a potential threat to human life when the Hoover Dam
overflowed last week.
The overflow has, in the form of backwater ponds, provided breeding grounds for the type of mosquitoes that carry encephalitis, which
can cause brain damage. The potential threat of this disease has
increased with the growing number of mosquitoes- up to twenty
thousand as opposed to the usual number, 20, were recently caught
in a trap near river waters in Arizona,
This health threat is another tragic addition to the catastrophic
results of poor management of the Colorado dam system by the
Bureau of Reclamation.
Because of the Bureau of Reclamation's failure to forsee the consequences of a particularly heavy snowfal.l, seven people have been
killed and more than $12 million in damages have been caused by the
floodwaters.
These figures of course, cannot fully evoke the suffering of those
whose houses and businesses have been destroyed, of the livelihoods and security threatened.
Suffering, however, does not impress Secretary of the Interior
James Watt. In a time when a re-evaluation of the dam system's
operation is desperately needed, Watt has chosen instead to praise it,
saying it is "working beautifully •.. If we did not have such a system,
we would not be here,"
This is akin to extolling the bounty of the seas after a tidal wave. Of
course the.system is useful, but mismanagement is not to be excused
or justified by the conditions made possible during proper operation.
Insensitivity and denial from one selected to look out for the public's
best interests is demoralizing and obstructs improvement in the dam
system. The president cannot long ignore the public's continued
outrage at Watt's callousness.

Playboy Magazine Hailed
For Service to Feminism
HA5 OOT"reN

YOV INTO 11ll5 1\BSVR!l GA~ I
50 Yl\ M\!:~Kf A6 1\W.- GNif..
IT YOUR I3Ef1T 5!-IOT...

•

NOW UffTeN,
Gw... IF }I')(J'~ RUUJ.Y
UP1\leRE. ... AT I£A5T I.tT
'JH€. 5TUPIV' f30T'1U. POINT AT
MARK •HlJHKMAN'' HAI.500RY...

Or consider Hefner's up-to-date reading of womankind. The pajama-clad mastermind has kept pace over the years, boldly abandoning his infantile crush on the girl next door for a woman who sometimes thinks for herself. Today's model, we all know, frequently takes
the initiative in love, is ''turned off" by the arms race and red meat,
and holds a high-powered, globe-trotting job. That she disrobes at the
drop of a hat is immaterial: She is a role model for modern times,
right?
So avant-garde is Playboy's perspective that a recent column on
men denounced several unspeakably mindless, women-hating
societies, complete with quotes from Virginia Woolf, a novelist fore·
ver in vogue with Playboy readers.
Not surprisingly, such editorial courage extends to new frontiers,
including the Playboy Channel, Hefner's crusading video project. As
its half-million subscribers can attest, the adult entertainment system
features the same kind of feminists for which the magazine is famous.
A shining example, according to the Chicago Tribune, is the channel's
"4PLA Y" series, in which a middle-aged husb1md falls for a 19-yearold free spirit whose "feminism" comes straight from the pages of

Editor:
In the commentary in the Daily Lobo of June 30, Wren Propp
seemed to be stating that she was against the recently defeated
proposed amendment which would have said the right to abortion is
not secured by the Constitution. She felt it would divide the country as
well as inflict the anti-abortionist groups' morality on everyone else,
I agree with Wren that this is a moral questiun. However, the feeling
that murder, rape and stealing are wrong is a moral feeling. The belief
that everyone should have the right to vote, to free speech, free press,
etc., are in their own way moral beliefs.
Yet our society subjugates everyone to the laws passed under
these moral standards because we feel as a nation these standards
are good.

Gerald B. Marts
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continued from page 1

also testified, hitting hard at what
they tenned "footdragging" on the
part of the EPA in effecting a
cleanup of uranium tailings spills
and toxic chemical wastes.
The leasing of federal lands for
development of coal deposits was
also brought up, with members of
the Southwest Research and In-

fonnation Center calling on Ruckclshaus and Domenici to "divorce
themselves from Secretary Watt's
reckless distortions of the Jaws relating to coal and the environment.''
The speakers for the public interest group said all leasing of feder•
al lands for mineral development
should be halted to prevent further
''irregularities" they claimed were

endangering area residents' homes
and valuable archaeological sites.
Speakers from the University of
New Mexico Economics Department. Sandia Laboratories, the New
Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Los Alamos National
Laboratory and the Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute
made up the third panel .
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But lest anyone dismiss these efforts as token gestures, Hefner puts
his money where his mouth is. Over the years1 his Playboy Founda·
tion has donated thousands of dollars to supplicant women's groups,
including the National Organization for Women and the National
Women's Political Caucus. Foundation Director Rebecca SiveTomashefsky told our reporter Michael Duffy that grants and aid to
women's groups last year exceeded one-quarter of the foundation's
half·million·dollar budget. That the financially strapped groups have
taken the money is surely Hefner's most prized endorsement.
Skeptics might question Hefner's motives for supporting groups
which ought to be his natural enemies. Some may even harbor
private doubts about his championship of women's rights, given his
penchant for flesh·. But such sandbagging. is the price of leadership:
Reconciling porn and feminism takes genius .(and don't forget, they
laughed at Edison).
So, as the birthday boy looks down the road to 40, We salute him.
He has cast off the fantasies of a child for those of an adolescent. And,
he has aged well: After three decades, his magazine reads more like
13 than 30.
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IT'S A MIRACLE: Charlie ant! Sandra Morgan of Phoenix, Ariz. survived the crash of their
single engine plane that went down one mile nprth of Coronado Airport Monday evening.
Both are in stable conc!ition at local hospitals. The Federal Aviation Administration is current~
ly investigating the cause of the crash.
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higher than those charged by the
federal government because the
government has cut off needed supplies of new coni and is nttempting to
get leases into the hunds of smaller
mining concerns to decentralize the
industry, Carruthers explained.
"We want to enhance competition in the coal indu~try by allowing
smaller mining concerns to to gain
federal leases:' the secretary added .
Carruthers s11id the Interior Department docs not w:~nt to act as a
"monopolist" to drive up the pri!::e
of western coal, nor docs it want to
sec lands of scenic beauty permanently disrupted by coal extraction.

!' -uA~Ufi2CUiE\):-_
11).,-~A\""\II(;Jl,.
"'•)) '

Take for example, Playboy's decidedly progressive hiring practices. They're illustrated by Hefner's nationwide hunt for a "30th
anniversary playmate:" "$30,000 AND A YEAR YOU'LL NEVER
FORGET" read an ad in the Los Angeles Times. "Search headquarters" ar; slated to open soon in 30 U.S. cities. Now that's affirmative
action.

Between The Lines With
Maxwell Glen & Cody Shearer.

Unborn Owed Life

.·

, I

WASHINGTON -If an institution ever deserved to celebrate its
30th birthday without pang of guilt or self-doubt, it's Playboy magazine.
We state this claim as the Chicago-based entertainment empire
prepares to throw itself a party-to-remember next January. All Americans should mark this historic moment with the respect due a company that has kept its bearings despite three decades of change.
Such cheerleading might startle Americans who've long regarded
Playboy as generic pornography, made more dangerous than its
harder-core competitors by a seductively soft focus.
Yet who, in their heart of hearts, can deny the magazine's numerous accomplishments, particularly in the service of feminism? After
Glor.ia Steinem, few can match Hugh Hefner's record for statements
and actions in the tradition of Susan .B. Antho,ny.

OKAY, Pl!iTAUliO ... PEeR

PR~!iVR6

---Letters---

Wren seems to want the issue quieted because she doesn't want
the nation divided over this. I feel an injustice is being done to the
aborted fetuses and something should be done about it. The conflict
Which arose in this nation over the fight for civil rights, for example,
erupted into several bloody riots during the '60s, but few~ especial·
ly among minorities would say they should not have striven for their
rights simply because of this.
Unborn fetuses of U.S. parents are U.S. citizens and protected by
the rights given to all. I believe abortion violates the Constitution in
the following ways: due process of law clause, which guarantees us a
fair trial before being deprived of life or property (Is a doctor a judge,
jury and executioner?)i and cruel and unusual punishment, which
forbids the punishment to exceed the crime.l ask you, what crime is it
to be conceived?

the Western Governors Conference
last week in KalispelL Mont..
attacking federal coal leasing agreements as a prime example of cloud·
ing the facts.
Anaya labeled federal coal leasing programs "Walt's Folly" and
charged that reduced demand for
western coal would cheat New Mexico out of as much as $79 million in
lost bonus bids. which l1rC paid by
mining companies before production begins a~ royalties split so . so
between the state und the federal
govermcnt.

8118 Central S.E.

84#1-8878

across from UNM

Member, New Mexico Press Associ~tion

Noltocly cares for eves more than Pearle.
4300 Central Ave, SE

268·2008

. West Central Plaza
4410A Central Ave. W

831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
'7210A Menaul Blvd. NE

883·0077
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New Pub to Open Soon,
Cater to UNM Students
By Steve Shoup

•

Computerized Mapping System Uses
New Style for Statistics Problems
By Robin Anderson
A computerized mapping system
developed by the Division of Govcmment Research at the University
of New Mexico once again proves
that a machine can do things faster
and more efficiently than humans.
The new Geographic Road Network Data Base (GRND8), .is a system that uses both a sophisticated
Statistical Analysis System and
FORTRAN software for data base
management map production.
The system, which cost $70,000
in contract expenditures. makes use
of statistics and mapping to show,
through graphics, what would take
three or pages of a report to get
across.
Two UNM graduates, program
analyst Steven Flint and program
specialist Laurence M. Spear, are
the men responsible for the system,

the first of its kind in New Mexico.
An example of the way in which
the computer is faster than a draftsperson is that the GRNDB can druw
a map that shows alcohol related
accidents in McKinley and Cibola
counties in about 15 minutes. The
same map could take a draftsperson
approximately a week, this includes
the compilation of necessary data
and the drafting.
According to a paper on the
GRNDB, the system "represents an
attempt to extend the utility of data
compiled by the New Mexico Traffic Safety Bureau and State Highway Department by developing a
statewide Geographic . Information
System specifically designed for
transportation planning purposes.''
"Some maps have been provided
to county sheriffs for targeting spots
where accidents occur most frequently," Flint said. "This enable!'

them to take preventative measures."
The system has many features.
Publication-quality maps can be
produced which include any county,
any group of counties or the entire
state. Maps of varying scales and
dimensions can be made and place
names can be included or excluded
according to parameters of such
things as political status, presence of
a post office or historical considerations.
Other advantages of the system
include the automatic determination
for esthetic appeal of the size, angle
and position of roadway and place
names, taking into account map
scale, text legibility and user specification.
"Computer mapping is a developing field," Spear said. "The
map is just the tip of the iceberg."
Three years' worth of information
went into the GRNDB. Seven
months of the fourth year were spent
on design work.
"The reason it was possible to
finish the project in a year was the
work Spear and Flint put in before it
began," Robert U. Anderson, director of the Division of Government
Research said.

..

EXPERT DRAFTSMAN: Program specialist Laurence M.
Spear (left} stands next to the computerized mapping system that can print out maps of specific counties or the entire
state in about 12 minutes. (Top} A closeup view of the mapping system. (Below} A copy of Bernalillo County and surrounding counties shows the number of alcohol-related traffic deaths designated by the concentration of dots on the
highways.

A new pub intended to cater to the
t.miversity community is scheduled
to open the last week of July.
The Fat Chance I3ar and Grill,
located in the building which
formerly housed Posh Eddie's at
2216 Central Ave. SE, will seat 150,
including a 30-seat oak bar,
Co-owner Steve Sass says the interior is being remodeled with oak
and will be decorated with "lots of
plants.'' The pub will remain open
until 2 a.m. and entertainment will
be provided by six colortclevisions.
Bass says the menu will include
items commonly "ussociated with
college students." such as buildyour-own burgers.
Bass, who co-owns the pub with
his former University of New Mexico fraternity roommate John
Thompson, says he hopes to have a
full-service on-premises liquor
license for t.he new pub soon.
A I icense has been transferred
from Las Vegas but has not yet been
approved. A hearing to consider the
application and to allow comments

from interested citizens will take
place July 22.
The issuance of a full-service li·
quor license to Posh Eddie's was the
subje~t of controversy in early 1982.
Several Albuquerque neighborhood
groups opposed the license and it
was eventually denied. Posh Eddie's
was later issued a beer and wine
license.
On the possibility of another controversy over liquor service, Bass
said, "I anticipate people will show
up at the hearing.''
Christian Eaby of the Nob Hill
Neighborhood Association says one
reason for opposing full-service liquor licenses is that they ~attract a
disproportionate number of less desirable people."
Bass, a former president of the
Spruce Neighborhood Association,
will meet with members of the University He.ights Neighborhood
Association Thursday. Bass says he
hopes to explain that ''the neighborhood will not be harmed by this
place." The new pub will be "nothing like Posh Eddie's,'' Bass said.
''We're coming in with pretty good
credentials."

Mi~hacl

Racing Commission Appointee Withdrawn after lnvestigati.on
I

BERNALILLO

--·---
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---·-

SANTA FE (UPI)- A Farmington
businessman and horse breeder was named
Wednesday to the New Mexico Racing Commission, replacing a Truth or Consequences
man whose appointment was withdrawn.

'
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Gov. Toney- Anaya withdrew the appointment of Dr. Donald E. Stoops, who was
nominated to the commission last month, after
alleged improprieties developed in a state
police investigation.
The new appointee is J.A. Drake. owner

and president of J.A. Drake Well Servicing
Co., an oilfield drilling firm, and J .A. Drake
Horse Farms, an aide to Anaya announced.
Drake, a Republican who has been breeding
quarterhorses and thoroughbreds in New
Mexico for .some 20 years, was named to a
term on the commission that eltpires Jan. I,
1985.
The investigation of Stoops by the Diversification Investigation Unit of the Criminal Investigation B urcau has been completed and
given to the U.S. Attorney's Office for re-

SUB UNI

present a

CANOEING CLINIC
Indoor Clinic
Slides, movies and a presentation by Juanita Quinn,· American
Canoe Association, Instructor, Trainer, and Associate of Blue
Hole Canoe Co.

Guylet taught advanced Spanish literature courses at
UNM, including Spanish Golden Age literature and
Italian Renaissance literature.
He was responsible for literature classes taught to
third year Spanish students, a modern languages depart·
ment spokesperson said.
Throughout his career at UNM, Guyler worked on
projects to find better methods of teaching Spanish

..

Intermediate River Clinic

grammar and on the development of a proficiency test
for bilingual teaching.
Guylcr came to the University in 1971 after serving
two years as an associate professor at the University of
Pennsylvania. He held a bachelor's degree in Spanish
from the University of Texas and a doctorate from
Cornell University.
Guylcr was one of the authors of the Four Skills
Exam, a Spanish Language Proficiency Examination
for the Certification of Bilingual Teachers. The exam
was published by the UNM testing division in November 1981, and is currently in usc at four universities in
New Mexico.
He is survived by his daughter, Amanda Bates
Guyler; parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Guylcr; brother
Bernard K. Guyler; and sisters, Shirley Bryson and
Susan Kreel.

2918 Central SE
at Girard

THE
WILDERNESS

Beginning River Clinic
Taught by Juanita and Adobe Whitewater Club President Bob
Rhett. The charge for this clitiic is only $50 per boat

Saturday and Sunday, July 16 and 17 · 9:30 to 3:00

&RIVERS

CENTRE

2320 CENTRAL S.E. 'I:'..;'~.N ...
268•4876, Mon·.Fr110-6, Sat 10•5

~..ft

.2937 Monte VIsta NE
(Near UNM)

.
11101 Menaui NE
(Foothills Shopping Center)
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Thursday and Friday, July 14 and 15 - 9:30 to 3:00
$50 .per person

ffi.RfDfifl

Tli~

.·.... '-

Polish you paddling skills on the river with Juanita Quinn Tandem or Solo.

srs~ s~ t~e ~!lm~eRED
Both Locations

..

WildRose

We're stripping the store of summer clothes

Cal/268-4876 to sign. up for this unique opporlunlty to receive expert
instruction in a canoeing technique. Proceeds go to the Adobe White
Watet Club.

.. ..

BELTS: Smooth leather
and suede with hand-hammered sculptured buckles;
silk, cotton, rayon, raw silk. OBIS. Soutache. shell
belts. Shawls. Fantastic earrings from local and
national designers. Necklaces. B & D purse-size
combs, brushes, pill boxes, nail files and more in little
colored cases. Band DT's. MoreT's. UNDIES: Adolfo
Pantyhose. cool cotton, silk bikini and camisoles.

Wednesday, July 13 - 7 to 9 PM
(There Is no charge for this clinic. It will be held at Mountains and
Rivers, 2320 Central SE)

"teamed up with the DEA (federal Drug En·
forcement Agency) in a federally funded project."
At Albuquerque, Assis:ant U.S. Attorney
L.D. Harris, chief of the civil division in the
U.S. Attorney's Office, declined to make any
comment on the matter, e)(cept to say "we
don't anticipate any further probes" of
Stoops.
Anaya's news aide, Vicki Phlllips, said
Tuesday night Anaya would nominate a new
commissioner.

Mel
Gibson

L

Memorial services for Dr. Sam L. Guylcr, an associate professor of Spanish at the University of New Mexico for 13 years, will be held at II a.m. Friday at the
UNM Alumni Chapel.
Guyler suffered a heart attack at a friend's home
Saturday afternoon and was rushed to University of
New Mexico Hospital, where he died later that evening.
He was 43.

view, said State Police Deputy Chief Fred
Garcia.
"Their only commitment is to look into it
and give an answer sometime in August
whether they will take (the case) to the federal
grand jury or not,'' Garcia said.
The deputy chief said the DIU investigates
possible violations such as physicians writing
illegal drug prescriptions and pharmacies dis·
pensing drugs without proper prescriptions.
He said the DIU cases arc routinely turned
over to the U.S, attorney because the unit is

HEATER

Professor Dies of Heart Attack
Mountains and Rivers
and the
Adobe White Water Club

A- -Oulk(!o~

ALMOST COMPLETED: Located just east of Mesa Vista Hall, the new Student Services
Center will house student files, admissions, financial aid and tuition payments. Most of the
building will be completed by November, but because a part of the College of Education will
be moving into its basement, the completion date was extended to next April,

A Complete line of
Equipment
for the· Backpacker

MPIAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
C~ll bays,

Eves & Weekends

265·2524

IIJA•'ll1

SAN PEDRO NE, ALB. N.M. 87110

.BETWEI:N MENAUL & INDIAN SCHOOL 884·511

•
•
•
•
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Arts

Arts·

Ex-Theater Student Writes, Directs, Stars at Kimo

Duo Isn't Just a Dance Show

Uy Ann Ry:m
Let us present a hypothetical
situation: you arc <I young and
talented actor, not happy with the
young male chamcters seen in contemporary works.
What do you do? Play them anyway, wait tables or teach until the
situation improves'!
If you happen to be Kerry Cnlkins, you would know exactly whnt
to do: write, produce, direct and star
in your own show.
"Inside Thomas Jefferson." Calkin's show, will be presented at 8
p.m. Friday at tl1c KiMo Theater.
Ctdkins. 25 and a native of Santa
Fe, said his dissatisfaction with "the
similarity of most of the young men
in modern plays and their general
kind of helplessness" is what led
him to write his own play.
"A teacher of mine at USC said

tllllt 'if you can und the combination
of charisma and angst necessary to
phty one of these guys, you can play
all of them,' and that's really true.
Once you've learned that trick, then
you start looking for something
else."
Calkins has worked extensively
here in town and in Los Angeles, and
also at the Oregon Shakespe;trc Festival and the Edinburgh Festival in
Scotland. He received his bachelor's
degree in theater arts from UNM and
his master's degree in fine arts from;
USC in Los Angeles.
He originally became· interested
in Thomas Jefferson because there
was a physical similarity between
them and because he was "looking
for something that really had some
language.''
The large body of Jefferson's
writings, including a large amount
of very personal ma.tcrial, meant that

of Jefferson," Calkins said.
The second &ct is set in Paris in the
1780s, when Jefferson was acting as
an ambassador to Europe for the
young country.
"The second act is rom;~ncc, basically,'' Calkins said. It deals with
Jefferson's affair with Maria Cosway, an English painter who lived
for a time in Paris.
''The third act is reminiscence, it
takes a big skip in time. We leave
him in his 40s at the end of act two
and then jump to Jefferson at the age
73. looking back over the second
half of his political career.·'
Instead of having the third act be a
"laundry list" ofJcfferson 's political accomplishments, Calkins chose
to have him reflect, in "choice tidbits," on what political life was like
and how he reacted to it on an emotional level.
''Jefferson was very much a

the hrst draft of the three act play
"practically wmte itself.''
That first draft was very historically oriented, Calkins said, but after reading it to friends he realized
that much of the public history of the
man was well known, and that the
personal aspects of his life were
more interesting.
Calkins wrote about 40 percent of
the play, matching Jefferson's writing style. "He wrote very distinctly
and it's a style that, once you read it
for a couple of months, you can
identify with. I didn't create anything that l couldn't substantiate historically."
Thefirst act of the play opens with
Jefferson shortly before his death
and then flashes back to ugc 19,
when he was a student at William
and Mary College at Williamsburg,
Virginia. "The first act is basically
his early political life, the formation

Kenny Loggins' Santa Fe Concert
Promises High Energy, Good Fun
By .Jenny Williamson

McDonald, who wrote three tunes
with Loggins.

Singer/songwriter Kenny Loggins, who began his music career as
a $100-pcr-wcck songwriter and a
touring-member of the Electric
Prunes, will be in concert Tuesday at
the Pao.lo Soleri Amphitheater in
Santa Fe.
High Adventure, Loggins' latest
album, has the sensitivity and energy that has become his trademark. It
includes such songs as "Heart to
Heart," "Heartlight," and "Don't
Fight It,'; already taking their places
beside previous Loggins classics.
His entertaining style is one of imagination and energy,
Loggin's fifth solo release features Toto members Steve Porcaro,
Steve Lukather and David Paicl1,
veteran session players such as
David Foster and Nathan East, and
former Doobic Brother Michael

Loggins formed a partnership
with Jim Messina in J 970 when
some tunes. written by Loggins for
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band caught
Messina's fancy. The duo lasted
seven years and spawned two platinum and five gold albums. The two
went their separate ways in 1976.

Singer/songwriter Jack Temchin
will open Tuesday's show. Temchin

By Stacy Green
Betrayal is a rather typical story
given untypically clever treatment.
1n this non-commercial movie,
three people weave a web of deceit
that inevitably demoralizes them.

·~
KENNY LOGGINS
opened for Carla Bonoff in J980 at
Albuquerque's Kiva Auditotil!m.
The concert is at 8 p.m. Tic:kets
are $15.60 at Giant Ticket Outlets,
$16.50 at the door. Seating is limited, so advance reservations are
encouraged to guarantee seats.

Through a series ofvignettes successively predating each other by
one or two years, the web is unraveled from the tattered, finished
product, back through all the stages
of its construction.
A seven-year affair between a
woman; Emma (Patricia Hodge),
and her husband's best friend, Jerry
(Jeremy Irons), destroys the mar-

A Booksigning With

SUB GAME ROOM

ROBERTO MAESTAS

Will be sponsoring a

CO-AUTHOR, WITH BRUCE JOHANSEN, OF
EL PUEBLO: THE GALLEGOS FAMILY'S
AMERICAN JOURNEY. 1503·1980

Summer Pool Tourney•••
JulyS and 9

8

®

and
WASI'CHU: THE CONTINUING INDIAN WARS

For more information
call 277-4506

•

(Introduction by John Redhouse)

. ·(:,
SAT.
~alt of the JULY 9
~arth 2-4 P.M.
·~"

Lobo Display AdvertisingCXICIII

An advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo is a good
investment and bargain. We have a summer circulation of
8,000 while the University of New Mexico has a summer
enrollment of more than 7,000 students and a full-time staff of
4,759.
Summer Schedule for Remaining Issues
The Dslly Lobo Is published each Thursday
Issue
July 14
July 21
July 28

Display Ad Deadline
July 12
July 19
July 26

After the show Friday night, C<llkins plans to hold a backer's nudition either here or in Los Angeles in
order to fund a longer run in there.
''It was possible to create a play
like this in Albuquerque. It would
have been much more difficult to
create it in Los Angeles, which is
one of the main reasons I came back
here. It is so stressful just to live in
Los Angeles that it takes most of
your time and your energy just to
survive," Calkins said.

Love Triangle in· Betrayal
Is Seen in Different Light

Loggin's first solo album, Cele- .
brate Me Home, as well as Nightwatch and Keep The Fire, have all
gone platinum.
Loggins has rece.ivcd two grammy awards, one for best pop vocal
performance for his hit song "This
Is It," and .the other - together
with McDonald - for best song of
the year, ''What a Fool Believes . ''

romantic and the way he dealt with
being a romantic was to be an intellectual," he said. However, despite
the many losses in his life, including
his wife and five of his six children,
Calkins said ~hat Jefferson never lost
his need of other people. "He said
'no one will care for the man that
cares for nobody.'"

.

.1

Boo~

and Penodicais

111 CORNELL S.E.
265-9473

·"BEN KINGSLEY TOPS HIS BRILUANT
WORK IN 'GANDHI' WITH THE MOST .
RIVETING PORTRAYAL OF THE SEASON."
...- DarU .fterrtn,

CbrlsliRII .Srlmre Monitor

Annual Mall-out Edition: The July 28 issue of the Dally Lobo
will be mailed to the home addresses of all new Freshmen and all
students transferring to UNM from other colleges and universl•
ties. All advertising rates are doubled for this issue to cover
mailing costs and the increased print run.

riage 11nd part of each of the three.
We are escorted through the lovers' final fights and slight disgust, to
Emma's suspicions of self-delusion
in the affair, to the rapture of newly
achieved intimacy and, finally. to
the first confession of crazed adoration.
Through all of this an interchange
of lies and concealments makes
fools of them all.
Although the husband (Ben
Kingsley) would most likely be the
biggest victim, he seems to know
from the conspirators' first kiss what
is going on,
Meanwhile, he watches the lovers
struggle under the burdensome guilt
of betraying a husband and best
friend, as mutual suspicions tear the
affair apart. Besides, he himself has
been having affairs for years, to
everyone's ignorance.
Although most of the action centers on the lovers, Kingsley steals
the scenes. His face fascinates. The
knowing, animated eyes and bright,
boyish countenance belie an amusement with the charade, yet the justright fixedness of his gaze and expression intimate rage and bitterness.
Hodge and Irons are also excellent, though she was not quite convincing in the tearful breakup scene.
She does, however, react complexly with bewilderment and pain
bordering on rage to her husband's
veiled needling.
Irons is a flurry of nervousness
and passion, unable to stop seeing
the beautiful wife of a man he truly
loves, or thinks he does.
The British wit of Harold Pinter's
screenplay is undeniably masterful
and another reason why this film
succeeds Where similar tales fail.
The hard honesty With which his
characters unfold their tragic shallowness is comical.
In the second scene, in which
Emma and Jerry have a platonic
drink two years afier their breakup,
she predictably reminisces, "It
all . . . " " ... Seems so long
ago," he impatiently finishes for
her.
Because Pinter makes no attempt
to disguise - but rather waves in
our faces~ the banality of his subject, the laughter is the most honest
and painful kind.
Betrayal, directed by. Da.vid
Jones, is playing through July 21 at
the Guild.

By Steve Shoup

been dancing together for two years
at the Dance/Center Seattle and the
When the curtain rises on the University of Washington.
Before instruction funding to
dance show Duo tonight at the KiMo
theater, the a.udience will see two New Mexico universities was cut,
dancers in poodle outfits, complete the two had been invited to teach as
with 6-inch tails. "How tacky!" visiting professors this summer in
the dance division of the theater arts
some might say.
But, according to dancer Wade department.
Despite the loss of their salaried
Madsen, "it's a happy concert,''
and the audience will "leave feeling positions, both came anyway and
have been teaching independently at
good.''
Madsen, a dance student at UNM UNM, receiving payment directly
in the mid-)970s, and his partner, from their students.
Madsen, who is also a choreogSeattle resident Nancy Cranbournc,
have been in Albuquerque teaching rapher and costume designer, said
modern and jazz dance workshops in he has danced as long as he can remember.
the UNM Fine Arts Center.
He has also been involved in draThe "cra~y sort of dance show,"
as the advertising posters call it, in- ma, playing the lead role in the 1975
volves much more than dance since, UNM production of Dra~·ula for
among others,. the concert will in- which he said his raspy voice,
clude a piece called Mandy and Be be caused by a 1974 throat operation,
at Home involving alliteration or was good for the role of Dracula.
The temporary limitations on his
"bizarre first-letter dialogue," an
absurd theater piece done in voice made him move from drama
"French gibberish" and "a lot of and more into dance.
The two dancers don't dance just
fun music,'' Cranbourne said.
Madsen and Cranbournc have for the s~e of dancing. J?ai_ly work·

Duo, a perfonnance by Wade Madsen and
Nanc:y Cratl.bourne, will .by presented at 8 p.m.
tonight at the KiMo Theater. Tickets are SS,
Inrormalion is available at 881~7768 between 6
and9 p.m.
Sasan P1trk:k, llarp~kltoi'd; FlOyd W1UIIims 1

Alc::tandria King

Seattle dancers Nsncy Crsnbourne and Wade Madsen practice Mandy and Bebe at Home a "crazy piece" involving
alliteration or "biza"e first-letter dialogue," for their performance tonight at the KiMo Theater.

Small Ads
are seen in the
New Mexico
Daily Lobo

_Eddie Tafoyl'i, Account Executive
Emily Jackson, Summer Business Ml'inager

Godfather's Pizza Combo -· it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
b~t's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your al)petite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

GoclfJdhcr's PizZa .
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106 Buena Vlota, SE 247-9591
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Coming Next: THE GREY FOX

THE: . GUILD

lULANE&CENTRAL255·3050

!-tc Hot Dog,only
Fries, Soft Drink
$1.89

f***l.-i~l-~1-iiJti:~~***~

monJer, •nd Art Sbelnbera, 'VIol Will present a
toncert of most'ly French baroque music atB;l$
p.m. today in Keller Hall. Tickets are $3 for
general admission, $1 •.50 for CerittifY Chib
members, senior citizens and UNM students,
staff and faculty. Information fs·avaiJable at the
UNM Fine Arts Bo<'t Office 277440:2.
KcftiQ' Loaifas will be .at lhe Paolo SOler!
Tuesday. Tickets are S1S.60 at Giant Ticket
Outlets.
[ron ~n/Suon/Futway will be at Tingley
Coliseum Wednesday. Tickets are Sti.IO at
Giant Ticket Oul1ets,
Man: ud Jeanne_ Moud1ette will perform
popular songs rrom BrOadway Shows a5 part of
the First National Sank in AlbuquerqUe'S Luilch
Dox Theiler at noon Wednesday at the First
Plaza.downto~. The performance is free •
~ Miik of .Mil.sk, a concert tot children, will
be presented by the New Mex.ico Symphony
Orchestra and special guest magician Michael
Anthonyat_l and :3:l0 p.m. Saturday, Juty 16, at
the KIMo. Tickets are S2.SO at the NMSO Box
Office, !'opejoy Hall Box Office, Bob Farley

fdusie- _·centei'i White Oak Boolc:shop, 1he
FriendS;bip Force. or at the door.\111100101 Flouilsl Ja.... Nmoa will be
.,resented by the New Mexico Jait WorkShop al
8 p.ni. Solurday, July 16, at the KIMo OaUery,
Admission Is U. Newton will also he oonductlna
a master c:tass in the flute at the UNM Fine Arts
Center, room B.-120. from I lo 4 p.m. Frlday,

~::"'

Nightly: 1:15,9:15
Sat., Sun. Mat,: 1:15, 3:15,5:15

"Knowing that you're just a fool
is fun," Cranboumc adds.
Not taking themselves too
seriously doesn't mean they don't
take their audiences seriously.
"We really think about the audience," Cranbourne said, "The audience is smart. People can sense
your truth. "
. "One should be able to feel what
Alc"anllria Kintr
he is giving" in a performance. FORMER UNM STUDENT Wade Madsen and his part:ner
Madsen said.
Nancy Cranbourne don't take their dance "too seriously" as
It is important "to inform the auNight
Cap, a Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers-style duet,
dience of what they are to sec,"
indicates.
Madsen said. The show is choreographed "down to the eyeballs,'' said Cap, a Fred Astaire and Ginger Ro- piece by Madsen.
Cranbourne.
gers-style duet to music by ManhatDuo will be presented tonight
Duo is ''relatable to a lot of peo- tan Transfer; Mocha Java, a piece only at 8 p.m. Admission is $5. The
ple,'' said Cranbourne. "My pa- combining gesture and dance to por- KiMo is located at 5th and Central.
tray the effects of.coffcc on the aver- For reservations call 881-7768 berents raved about it."
The show will also include Night age person; and Moondwzce, a solo tween 6 and 9 p.m.

(...W3l Fl ..... an CCt:lfr..)

Advertise In the Dally Lobo. Call 277·5656 or drop by 131
Marron Hall.

outs to keep up strength nave tne
eventual goal of a performance.
"We are performers," Madsen
said.
Cranboume said they don't consider dancing simply an aspect of
their lives. Rather, she said, "We
are what we do. "
She also said that "dancers arc
neurotic," because of the personal
vulnerability of their bodies being
their instruments, their mediums of
expression.
Other artists (painters, sculptors,
etc.) can create a material thing, but
"a dancer's object is a moment in
time," Cranbournc said.
Despite dancers' alleged
neuroses, Madsen said "we don't
take ourselves seriously."

"'""'
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Jul)ll.~. Admission to the workshop ls$10.
Peter Iooh wiU be at the Paolo Soierlln Santa Fe
Tuesdiy, July 19. Tickets areS II at Oiant Ticket
Outlets.
Pal M...._y Will be at the Paolo Soierllrt Santa
Fe Wednesday, July 20. Tickets are Sl2.8l at
OiantTicket Outlets,
Noll \'041•1 will be at tht Pan American Center
in W Cruces Wednesday, July 20.Tickets are
$8.60 seneral, $10:60 reserved at Oiant Ticket
Outlets.·

Blltht Spirit, Noel Coward's comedy featuring
Madeline Kahn, will tun through July 16 at the
Armory for the Arts, IQlO Old Pecos Trail In
Santa Fe, Ticket Information Is available at the
Pcsti\IB.I Theater Uox Office, 983-901; r;o. Box
DO, Santa Fe, N.M., 87S02.
Don P.uqual•- will be presented by the Santi
Fe Opera Julys, IS, August2, 10, 16, 2411nd26,
Tfcket lnronrtatlbn ·Is available at lhe Santa Pe
Opera Box Office, 982·38SS 1 P.O. llox
2«<18/SantaFe, N.M. 87501,

Gaspar,- a billt1glial adaptation o( Kas-par by
Pet_er Handke, will be presented bY La CQmpanla
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday through July 24.
Tickets arcS4 Jn advance. $4.so· at the door.
I dol I dot, a·musical comedy based on the book
by Jan Bchartcg·, is bc:ing presented at the Bam
Dinner Theater. Tickets ire SJS,SO Sunday~
Thursday, 516.~0 Friday, SI7.SO Saturday. The
Dam opens at 6 p.m. Monday..Saturday. 4 p.m.

Cbelsea Street Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
.Center-N.E.) - Reed and Winston.
Danbl's (2900Coors N.W.)- Alma.
F~or~s North (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- Sassy
Jones.
Friar'iPub (6825 LomosN.E,)- The Tapes.

Gnhm Centnl Stotlon (3301 Juan Tabo
N.E.)- Babe Ruthless (Friday): Stssy Jones
(Monday, Wednesday).
Tnem1 Lounr:e {800 ·Rio Grande) ......_ The Dave
SilvcrmanQuinlet.
TM What Cclf•r (Fair Plaza Shopping Center,
Lomas and San Pedro) - .John Daly.

Sunday.

OrpMus in tit~ llndtrworlci ----will be presented
by the Santa Pe Opera Jttly 7. 9, 13, 22, August
4, 9, 18, 23, '25 and 27. 'flcket rnronnadon fs
available at the Santa Fe Opera Box Office~ 982-o
3855,/P.O. Box 2408/Sartta Fe, N.M. 87501,
Soldado Razo.- a Crhical examination of tbe
Chicano family in the late 60's by Luis Valde~
will be presented by Tcatro Picante at 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday through July 23 at Cas:a
Armijo Community Centert 1021 Isleta S.W.
Ticket information ls availabfe at 877-6457 or
34S-S415,
'17u! Wondufu/ fu Cmm Suit/'17u! l'ddt,both
by Ray. -Bradbury; is being ptestnted by La
Companii de Teatro de Albuquerque in English
at l p.m. throuah July 24 ill Nuestro Teotro.
Information is available at8~2.-6727~
You Orn't Takt It With You, a Pulitur Prize.
winning pla)l b-y Oe0r1e Kaufman and Moss
·Hart, iS ~_rtg presented a( the Vortei. Theater 11
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2:30 p;m, SUnday
July S.3J.- TicketS· ai'e S4 for gerieralldmfsslon,
Sl.SO ror students and senior c_itiiens. Reservations areavailabJC.at 247-8600.
Grta#, the Broadway hit muSiaJ, wiU be

presented by Albuquerque CMc Light Opera at
8:15 p.m. Friday and Saturday, '2:15 p.m.
Sunday, July 15•17, 22·24, 29·30 at PopeJoy
Hall, Tickets are SS.SO, S8,SO and SIO.SO; S2
discount fOr student.st senloi citizens and
ehlldren, at the Popejoy Hall Box Office.
Slnp/nf Btauty will be pt<Oented by the
,Albuquerque Llttte Theater llJlY fS, J6, l7, 22 1
2J, ii.nd 24. Tlck~ts _arc S6 _for adults, Sl for
children 12 and under. Ticket information Is
av•llabie at242-47SO.

Bttr.,.Z- Ouild: 7:1S,9:1S.
A BoY and His Dor-M Plaza: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
Cat Ptoplt -SUB Union Theater. Thursday

and Friday- 7, 9:30.
OJboblanco - Los Allos: I :30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,
9:30. Far North: 1:4l, 3:4$, S:4S, 7:4l, 9:4S.
FIUI 71mu 111 Rtdr•mont llith ~ M Plaza:
F'riday and Saturday al midnight.
Coronado: 1:15, 3:1~, 5:15,7:-10,
9:«<1.
Gt.llipoll - SUB U nlon Theater: Saturday - 7,
9:30, II;Sunday- 1, 9:30.
Mild Mia - Wyoming: Friday and Saturday at
mldnlsht.
Mo•tJ! I'JIIh•• '• Mt1111in1 of U/t - Loubiana:
Frida)land Satutdayai midnight.
1m: 'l7u! B1omr- MPiaza: I, 3:10,S:20, 7:30,,
9:40'. Winr.,:k: 1:-10,3:-10, S:-10, 7:-10,9:-10,
0./0pMUy- Caronodi>: 12:1~, 2:30,4:45,1:1S 1
9:.CO. Fir North J£30, 4::W, 7J05, 9:40,
An Offtt.,. •nd • O..tiJmM - Los Altos: i,
4:30, 7, 9:'30.
Som<thlnt Wkbd ThiJ lfl•.rCOmaiStU/oftht
f'l/tiht- Eastdale: l:l0,3:30 (Somethlna), 3!30,
9:lO(SIII~. .
. '
Pork;v'l If: TM Nm Da)l- Wyclming:"I2:1S,
2:1S, 4:15, 6:1S, 8:15, IO:IS.l!lland: 1:30,3:30,
S:W, 7:!0, 9:30.
Pytdro i l - M Plaza! Friday and Saturday at
midnight,
Rtiuriz of thr. .Jedi ,._ Loulslan~! 11. 1:35 1 4:1$ 1
1, 9:«<1, 12:10. Cinemol!ast: 1, 4, 7, 10.
Tht Rolitnr Slimu: 1.<1 18 Spcrd tht Nltht
Tor<thtf- Wyoming: Friday ami Saturday at
midnight.
.
Strolctr
Wlnrock: l:i0,3:lO, S:lO, 7:30,
9:30.
Supmnan 111- CIIi.c:ma Esstlloulsiana: 121
2:30, S, 7:30, 10,

Fie"""""'-·

A••-

t, 3:10; 5:JS; 7:4<h
9:-«J. Far North: 11 J: 10, S:20, 7:30, 9:SO,
'f'Ndtnr Ptat•s~ Coronado: l, 3:10, S:IS, 7:ll,

Sui'VIJ'orS ....._Coronado:

Bta \Iaiiey (8904 Metiaul N.E.) - Strlderz.
BlackAn1us(22S4 Wyoming N.E.)- Vipets.
Boaart's
(Montgomery
Plaza) - Shak•u
(Upstairs)i Dunn's Dancing Machine (down~

nairs).
Can•on Eut (760l Central N.E.) - Buckeroo
Parkway (durin$ happy hour): Star!ones,

9:$0. M P)aza:.l, 3:10,$:20,7:30,9:-10.

Tw/Urht Zontl tltt Mo•U- LaboLoUisiana:
I :30,3:30, S:lll, 7:30, 9:!0.

W<~rGirnu -Wyoming: 12, 2:30, 5, 1:30, 10.
M PlaZil: I, 3:10,5:20,7:30,9:-10,
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Sports

Sports

Track Con·ditions Plague Recruiting Efforts

Baseball Leaders Should Surprise No One

Jly John Moreno
The University of New Mexico's
track is dangerous to ntn on and
nearly 20 years out of date, snid
UNM men's head truck nnd field
Coach Dei Hessel.
The truck, located in University
Stadium, "is literally coming up in
ch\mks," snys Hessel, entering his
fourth year us UNM's head coach.
Lobo Ken Carter, a sprinter, pulled
the same hamstring muscle twice
this season because of the 11-ycurold track, which has 2-inch cracks in
it.
Besides hampering workouts, the
worn-out track has "cost us in our
ability to attract good teams to come
and compete with us," Hessel said.
It has also hurt Lobo recruiting.
Recently, Hessel was recruiting
Mark Olsen, a sub-four minute miter
from Canada. The high school
senior with a 3.87 grade point average had narrowed his choices to
New Mexico and Stanford. But
when he saw UNM 's track, he called
it "a piece of garbage," and opted
for Stanford,
Also, the state high school track
meet, which draws more 5,000 people, used to be held on UNM's track.
It is now held at Wilson Stadium.
Competitors, their families and
friends are less likely to visit the
UNM campus, Hessel said. "We
want these people to visit our cam·
pus. We want to recruit their sons
and daughters."
Hessel said he wants a track sta·

PROPOPOSED UNM TRACK AND FIELD FACILITIES
dium built adJacent to the east grandstand of University Stadium. Most
schools, he said, use tracks made of
polyurethane, a hard, durable plastic
substance which requires little
maintenance and lasts I 0 to 15
years,
Total cost for the proposed sta-

dium is estimated between $500,000
and $700,000. The track itself
would cost about $300,000 and
could be functional before the stadium, .slated to seat 5,500, is completed, Hessel said.
But the money might never come
from the administration, which is

Summer Pool Tourney Slated Friday
By Mark Michnovicz

Cash prizes will be awarded to the
winners, Chrisman said.
A clinic for those who want to
learn more about pool will be held
the morning of July 8, she said.
"We'll have some experienced
players on hand to teach beginners
some of the techniques used in playing pool," she said.
Chrisman said the recreation department would like to make the
tournament a re~ular summer fea·

A summer pool tournament,
sponsored by the University of New
Mexico Union recreation department, will be held July 8-9 at 6:30
p.m. in the SUB game room.
The tournament will feature double elimination, tournament coordinator Roxanne Chrisman said. This
way a person can lose one game and
still have a chance to win.

ture in the game room.
"We're trying to get more student
interested in the game room,"
Chrisman said.
Entry fees for the tournament are
$6 for non-students and $4 for students, she said. Deadlincforentry is
4:30p.m. Friday.
Entry forms may be obtained in
the game room. For more information call 277-4506.

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER
I_S OPEN FOR YOU THIS SUMMER II
• REASONABLE

PRIC~S

often forced, because of the budget
crunch, to choose between funding
athletics or academics. Naturally,
Hessel said, they will choose the
latter.
"It's unfortunate the administration has not looked at this as an educational facility," he said. "I don't

know another (campus) facility thltt
is used as much. Sometimes we have
three or four high schools on our
track at once,"
Hessel rejects the idea of rebuilding the present track, because the
stadium may be expanded in a few
years and a new track would then be
torn up during construction. Plus, it•
would take a pounding frorn heavy
television camera trucks and equipment.
It would also get soaked by the
grass sprinkler system, as does the
present track. "That's why it's falling apart," he said. "We're so far
behind in our facility it's incredible." The Lobos didn't have a home
schedule in 1983 and won't have one
in 1984, Hessel said.
The track team is now faced with
raising the money for a new track
itself. A John Baker fund has been
set up, Hessel said, and he hopes it
will raise $200,000. Perhaps, he
added, the state could match the
fund's total, one-for-one.
UNM Athletic Director John
Bridgers is currently negotiating a
possible donation from an unnamed
UNM alumnus. The donation could
be as high as $500,000, Bridgers
said. He said he should know by
early August if the donation is made.
In the early 1960s, UNM used to
draw from 6,000 to 10,000 fans to
see a track meet. ''There's no reason
why we couldn't return to that,"
Hessel said. ''Everywhere I go people say 'when are you getting a new
stadium?' We need to rally."

By Eric Maddy

stnying on top as long no one chalSpeaking of hot-hitting rookies,
lenges, California, Chic11go and Ron Kittle ( 18 home runs, 56 runs
Major league baseball is running Kansas City have all been hovering batted in) is the big story in Chicago.
true to form this ye&r. Nothing is slightly above the .500 mark. The The White Sox arc finally getting
Angels have been decimated by in- some pitching from high-priced free
predictable.
Picking baseball winners is a safe juries to Doug DcCinces, Fred agent Floyd Bannister 11nd second
job, Rarely arc the right teams pick- Lynn, Reggie Jackson, and Rod baseman Julio Cruz, who was leaded, and if it is done, nobody remem- Carew, who leads the league in hit- ing the league in stolen b.ases when
ting <1nd has been chasing the elusive he was acquired from Seattle. Both
bers anyway.
For example, take the American .400 mark all season.
will be keys if the ChiSox hope to
The key to an Angel pennant is make a run for the title.
League. Suprising Texas has
jumped to a two-game lead in the pitching. Bruce Kison and ex-Duke
Kansas City has had the problems
West, taking advantage of good Geoff Zahn have recently retumed of both California and Chicago pitching, timely hitting and injuries from the disabled list to join Tommy
injuries and inconsistent pitching.
to their closest competition to post John and Ken Forsch in the starting The Royals lost Dennis Leonard for
the best record in the league at the rotation. The Angels also need to the season with a knee injury, and
carne up with another stopper in the George Brett and Amos Otis have
All Star break.
also seen limited duty because of
Manager Doug Radar has estab- bullpen to help Luis Sanchez.
lished his candidacy for manager of
Remarkably, Manager John injuries.
The Royals arc a bunch of big if's.
the year honors by taking a group of McNamara has kept California in
experienced veterans (Mickey the race, despite a casuality list that If Brett can keep hitting .364 and
Rives, Bucky Dent, Buddy Bell, could be used on M*A*S*H. The stay healthy, if the pitching comes
Jim Sundberg) and. mixing them first-year skipper, fired in Cincinna- around and if designated hitter Hal
with the league's leading staff. in- ti after last season, has proved his McRae can stay hot, the Royals
cluding Rick Honeycutt (10-3), and worth by using a. bench that includes could be in the thick of things in
steady Ron Jackson and hot-hitting September.
teaching them how to win.
The rest of the division should
The Rangers are capable of rookie Daryl Sconiers,

~wint;Js'

Rally in Stalled Victory
By Jim Wiesen
Scoring 18 unanswered points in
the second half, the Devine Wind
came from behind Wednesday to
beat Six in a leisure sports basketball
game at Johnson Gymnasium, 7267.
The game was close until the last
five minutes of the first half, when
the Six team outscored "the wind"
by ten points. Six forward David
Lilley hit a half-court shot with two
seconds remaining in the half and it
looked like "the. winds'' chances
were blown as they were down, 43-

Captain First in Black Belt
Lerry Li, the University of
New Mexico Karate team captain, won the Korean Black Belt
Kata title at the United States Karate Association World Karate
Championships last month in
Miami, Fla.
Kate Monte if tied for second in
th~ advanced women forms, then
placed third after the runoff. She
was ranked No. 2 in the national
point standings for the year in
kala.
Kala is competition through a
solo performance where one is
judged on technique and combination moves.
The UNM team is ranked
seventh nationally on the basis of

consistent tournament wins by
Li, Monteil, Mike Heister, Carl
Brasher, Danny Garcia, Storey
Sorenson and Randy Varela.
UNM karate Coach Gary Purdue, who placed fifth in the mas•
ter's division this year, said,
"Kerry and Kate proved that our
team members can win at world
class tournaments. Now I want
other team members to compete
at that level too."

31;·

But three-point buckets by Dick
Baldizan. and Ray Wright sparked
"the winds" devine come-frombehind win.
Devine wind had a balanced
attack with four men scoring in double figures. Wright, who scored 19
points. was high man for the wind
with Fred Perez cashing in 12
points.
Mike Newell was the high scorer
for Six witli\23 points. Lilley
finished with 21 points.
Devine Wind upped their record
to 4 - I, while Six dropped to 3 2.
In another game held Wednesday,
the Bombers defeated the Elements.
69- 35.

Other UNM karate students
who placed in the top 15 in
national point standings were:
Paul Stanczyk, Cathy Carnaco,
Shauna Purdue, Beth Martin,
Kathy Graf and Juanita Zuni.

-
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• PROFESSIONAL QUAlfTY •
• FAST SERVICE •

12 Central Ave. S.E.

255-967fil

COUPON

I

----~-------------•1

• TYPING SERVlC!:S A RENTALS •

Delivers
Fait, FIM Delivery

STEVE SWINNEY (16} and Bob Dagit (54) mix it up during an
intramural basketball game Wednesday.

BASEMENT

-.;

3920 Central SE'
262·1662

$.75

$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

$.7'5 off any size pizza.
One COUJ!.Oh per pizza.

Umlled

••

-------

--·---.--·-

$1.50
262·1662

After surviving another crisis,
Billy Martin can finally concentrate
on baseball and not owner George
Steinbrenner. Dave Winfield is too
good. to continue hitting . 240 and
Dave Righetti showed his talent by
pitching a shutout and no hitter in his
last two starts. If Ron Guidry can
regain his late '70's form and Matt
Keough can become the solid, righthanded starter he was for Martin in
1980, the Yankees will be in the
fight until the end.

Big River Corp. presents

(

r--...

V'V\ f'./!t-

1'~''1\~

19 8

"-

)

Kenny Loggins
Tuesday, July 12th, 8 PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater

Wednesday, July 20th, 8 PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater

PeterTosh

N.E. CORNER S.U.D,

Expires 7-15-83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE

Beware of Baltimore, though.
The Orioles huve had only five starts
from three-time Cy Young Award
winner Jim Palmer, and Dennis
Martinez has struggled. Eddie Murray and Cal Ripken Jr. continue to
slug away, and Joe Altobelli, in his
first season of living down the Earl
Weaver shadow, has kept the O's
close throughout.

Milwaukee and Boston are tied
for fifth, four and one-half games
back, but arc he&ded in different
directions. The Brewers have stnlggled all season but made up ground
just before the break.
Robin Yount,. Cecil Cooper and
Paul Molitor have begun to put
together the effort to defend the title.
If Rollic Fingers can come back at
the end of the year. Milwaukee may
claim the title.
Boston, 111eanwhilc, has Jim Rice
(22 home runs, 58 runs batted in,
both league highs) and rookie third
baseman Wade Boggs, whose
chicken diet may convert others who
want to hit .356. But the BoSox ate
troubled by management problems.
Carl Yastremski 's last hurrah was
probably being added to the All-Star
squad.
Cleveland needs more pitchers
like Rick Sutcliffe, more hitters like
rookie Julio Franco and more fielding from players like Manny Trillo.
Maybe next year.
PREDICTIONS: West: California, Kansas City, Texas, Chicago,
Oakland, Minnesota, Seattle.
East: Baltimore, Milwaukee,
New York, Toronto, Detroit, Boston, Cleveland.
Next Week: Natio11al League,

Tuesday, July 19th, 8PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater

Domino's

Pizza

Toronto holds a game lead in the
American League East, paced by the
Strong pitching of All-Star game
starter Dave Steib, Jim Clancy and
Luis Leal. Outfielder Barry Bonnell
and first baseman Willie Upshaw
seem to score just enough to win.

Detroit has used some hot hitting
of late to tic the Yankees for third,
just two g&mes back. Consistency is
the key for the Tigers, who struggled
ne11r the bottom until six weeks ago.

Pat Metheny Group

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 277·5031
ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER

start planning for next year. Ricky
Henderson ltas tried to play ''Billy
Ball" without Billy; Calvin Griffith
should sell out before his next batch
of talent becomes free agents; and
Del Crandell may wish he were back
in Albuquerque before the year is
done,

Expires 7·15·83
Fast, Free Delivery
· 3920 Central SE

262-1662

• EXAMINATIONS
• ~ONTACF LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
. . . SERVICE
"Open Saturdays" . ·
Call and
Compare

Our Prices
®

265-3828

Lecture Under the Stars
Presents

Recipient of the 1983 UNM English
Deportment Creative Writing Fellowship

Luci Tapahonso.
Reading Poehy from her Latest Work
SHsonol Woman
The lecture willlnclude vieWing of "The Chaco Phenomenon" ot
the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.

Monday. July 11 at 8 p.m.
1h• o,.o n•xt to fh• Moxw•ll Mus•um•
Un1M11Hy Blvd. and Alh• NE

(If Weather Is Inclement, the reading will be moved Into the museum)

4304 LOMAS( NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

C::IQSe to UNM

Paolo Solen Outdoor iheater 1s
located on the Santo Fe Indian
High School Campus on Cenllos Rood.

Tickets available at all G1ant Ticket Centers:
The General Stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe
Record St:lr 1n Coronado Center
The New Wild West Music
S.U.B. Box Offtce at U.N.M.
In Santo Fe at
Candyman
Moon Mountatn Sound
Mus1c N More
Boogre & Bach
Jtm Mahnrng tn La Fonda
and 1n Taos at:
QuePosa
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Looking for

7. Travel

Som~thing?

INTENSIVE SPANISH PROGRAMS In Mexico,
a64-l875, 268·2798.
7/28

Whether you're looking
for a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the tri(:k. Ads can
be placed at 13 1 Marron

Hall.

1. Personals
WEIRUNESS IS A state of mind. Do you ~now
which Mate you live In? The Night Owl.
717
PLACJo; VQ!)R PERSONAL message to friends,
family, etc. in the class!fleds. Only 17 cents per word
per day for four issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day for five or more consecutive issues. I 31 Marron
Hall. Summer deadline: Every Wednesday at 1 p.m.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
CI.AIM VQO R LOST possessions at Campus Police
8;00 a.m. to4;00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
I>F~'>K

CLUTTEREI> W/juokyosis so you can't find
the phone? Shelves groaning for mercY from
trashonelia7 Let me help! The Desk and Office
Doctor! Minimum charge for excellent clean-up,
organizing service by reputable grad student! 344·
6776, 821·200j, 6 a.m.- II p.m.
7/7
MATII
TUTORING- IMPROVEMENT
guarnntcedl Algebra, !rig, calculus, differential
7/28
equations, probability. 836·2407 evenings.
TYPIST ON Ci\Ml'US, Sense of humor. Some
genius.242-3093.
8/15
IN TilE INTEREST of serving the Unlversity
community, we would like to know if there Is a need
for evening chfld care. If you have thiS need, please
caiiASUNM-GSA Child CnreCo-op277·3365. 8115
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. E~act solo
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory. You
design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
Harvard SE. 265·3315.
8/15
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/Charts/Graphs In
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564, 898·3932.
7/28
REPAIRS f'OR ALL bikes. All problems. Fast
service. Discounts. 255·7696,
7/28
MJo:I>ICALLV SAFE, SCIENTIFIC weight·loss
program. 881·3775.
7/28
SUMMER MATH WORKSI{OPS: Arithmetic, prtalgebra, algepra, geometry, trigonometry, precalculus. Tuesdays or Thursdays 10 a,m.·l2 noon.
Limited to seven students. Phone Dr. Abruzzo 292·
2911.
7/7
I 00 DA YCARE .in my home. Three children
maximum. Caii25S·9S67. NearUNM.
7/14
CORRECI'IVE EXERCISE CLASSES. An effective
program for back, neck, shoulder problems. Careful,
knowledgeable inMrUction by an experienced
professional. Small classes. Body Correctives Inc.:
266-0608.
7/21
TYPING WORTH PAVING for.247·3202. Louise.
8/23
TENNIS LESSONS BY former college coach. 881·
3775.
7128
JAZZ IMPROVISATION CLASSES: Four two-.hour
sessions with live rhythm section. Starts July lJ, $40
fee, Instructors: John Truitt and Dan Dowling,
l'honcJolm Truitt MusicStudio266-8500.
7/14
TUTORING IN FRESHMAN or upper division
English and editing by an English Instructor. 243·
5078 or277·6438. Roland.
7/14
TYPING .. , PAPERS, RESUMES, etc. Ca11873·2257
9a.m. to2p.m.
7/21
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an nil natural program (Herbalife), 255·9866.
7/7
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsseir·

·~~74//

lations, term papers, resumes graphics. 831·3181,
7/28
VICI'ORIA'S WORD SMITHY:. Word processing,
manuscripts, theses, dissertations, Call Vickie 821·
4812.
7128
'fVPING$J,S0/PAGE.293·4892.
8/15
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. 22 years teaching.
John Mitcheii268·Q496,
7/28
THF.SES, ))ISSERTATIONS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed on word processor. Standby Office Support
821·2038.
7/28
TilE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control, While being studied by the FDA, the cap is
available locally through th~ New Mexico Women's
Self-Help Group. 242·2402.
7/28
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tr~ception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171,
tfn
CONTACI'S·l'OUSHING1 SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT I>ISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), j!old
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65,00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING 8! counseling. Phone 247·
98!9.
tfn

4. Housing
FOR RENT: TWO bedrooms and study. Furnished,
15Yz GoldSE.Jnquirewithin.
7/7
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house. Large
yard. Carrle266·0613.
717
WANTEI>; MALE/FEMALE/couple to sh~a_re large
SE Heights house. Two bathrooms, four bedrooms,
\II utilities, For more info, call 842-5719 or247·08J2,
Ask for Paul or Mark.
717
SHARE TWO.BEDROOM apartment, male or
female, quiet, minutes to UNM, prefer graduate
7/14
student, $150,. Orlando25S-3205.
SEEKING GRADUATE STUDENT, Walking
distance, share utilities and upkeep, first and last plus
SIOO deposit, references. 242·6660,
7/28
PERMANENT IIOMEMATE WANTEI> to share
rour·bdrm house near UNM.
washer/dryer,
refrigerator, oven/stove, cable TV, lots morel Call
Gary 256-3746 anytime, Must be single, No pets,
children or smokers. Responsible udults need only
reply.
717
FOR RENT: EFFICIENC1(apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $ISO security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392,
ifn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TY room a~_laundrX;, Ad\JI.t

Has

couples, no pett, 1520 Unlversl!y NE. 243·2494.

tfn

5. ForSale
KING SIZE WATERBED. Great condition. $70.
Call242·4162.
717
1969 TRIUMPH JR·6, Runs well, Michelin radials
on wire wheels. Needs body work, 268·6164.
7/7
'72 DATSUN 1200. VInyl top, new tires. 20,000 mile~
on new engine. $1,000. 242-683 I.
7/7
1979 FORD FIESTA, excellent conditipn, AC:., t~pe
deck, rust proof, $3,000, 898·5406.
7/21
FOR SALE: CAMPUS . commuter electric
Wheelchair. 4727 Trinity, Los Alamos, NM. Phone
662·2703,
7/28
100!~ DISCOUNT TO UNM students. Treasures 'N
Pleasures. New and excellent used furniture. 1517
Eubank NE near Constitution. Vls;v'Mastercard, 30·
day layaway. M·F 9:30·5:30. Sat 9:30.3:00..
7/14
DISCOUNT BICYCLE; PARTS, repairs, overlrauls,
wheel building. Personal service• Cost- plus
Framctts, European/Japauese professional parts. Bill
Hart 255·76%,
7/28
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Military Style Shorts
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CarTiolJflage &

SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE

FRAME SET
SALE
July 11-16

20% Off
Top qualify touring
lk racing frame sets
Wheel Building Special
You buy the parts frorn
us & we'll build your
wheels for $5.
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS

YALE SE
285-7177

504

•

klnko-s

(~

2312 central S.E.
255·~67~.

WATCH HISTORY TAKE place, From Phoenix,
JodY Foster's. Army with Jerry's Kidz plus Wongs.
Sunday, July 10. Mountain View Hotel, Tramway
and Central. 8 p.m. All ages only $4.
717
STUI>ENTS AND FANS; Our July Summer Music
Cl~arance Sale is happening now, Plus, see Donny
Sundae or Keith for a free guitar lesson- you don't

G

~\JFMJIJ\'~a.
4

,
WK\1'
ARMY·NAVY GOODS

P

. 265-7777

Classified
Advertising
131 Marronllall
Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

-tc
-tc

a

9. Las N oticias

504 YALE SE

SECRETARIAL HELP NEEDED. One weekday
morning per week, Shorthand or speedwritlng a wust,
Three blocks from campus. Evenings onlY 242·3347,
7/7
))(VISION OF GOVERNMENT Research has an
opening f9r a transcriber. Must have excellent typing
skills to type from tapes and notes. Must have
thorough knoWledge of draft form for research
papers lind proofreading, Typing speed should be 80
wpm or bett-.r, Must be work·$tudy qualified, Pick up
an application at.J920 Lomas, Room 166.
7/21
I>RAMA/BUSINESS STUDENTS wanted, Part·
time, great moneyi256-07SI, 292·9029.
7/14
SUMMER WORK. PHONE sales. $3,50 hour,
bonus, 243·1780.
8/23
NEED A JOB or supplemental income? Call 881·
3775.
7/28
WORK AND TRAVEL free ... Crulseshlps and
airlines need help, all occupations. For information,
call602·998·0575 ext. 924.
7/7
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 yeats o)d. Must be able .to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liqut~r Store at5SI6 MenauiNE and
5704 Lomas NE.
7/28

Hot Dogery

..

THE MIXED BAG- Your store for backpacking
and camping munchies. Dehydrated soups, dried
fruits, nuts, special trail mixes an.d munch more. 2210
Central SE, across from UNM.
7/7
RAV BAN S!JNGLASSES 25% !lff. Kaufman's, a
Real Army-Navy store, 5()4 YaleSE. 265·7777, 7121
TRAil, SJfO~lS·MILITAI\Y shorts, Best selection
In town. Kaufman's, ~ Real Army·Navy store. 504
ValeSE,
7/21
25% OFf SWISS Army knl.ves. Kaufman's, a Real
ArmY· Navy store, 265·7777.
7/21
VISA/MASTERCARD OBTAINED easily now!
Also receive new credit card immediately! No Olle
refused. Charge clothes household Items, etc. Call
to!lay, 602·966·00.90 ext. 0924.
717
AQVERTISE IN Til~ Daily Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall,
tfn

6. Employment

Chicago Style Hot Dogs

~P2W~

THE NEW BI_KE SHOP IN TOWN
New 12 to 18 Speeds
and Mountain Bikes
1706 Central SE

8 ~ Miscellaneous

even have 10 own a guitar! The New Wild West
Music, 700 lsi St NW- Downtown. 243·2229, 717
SCIENC~ FICI'ION W~EKEND; SFJ, the UNM
science fiction club, wlll meet on Friday, ) uty 8, with
the Albut~. Science Fiction Society at7;30 p.m. There
wiiJ be two movies based on shon stories by Asimov
an!) Clarke. Then on Saturday, Sf3 meets with Alpha
Centura at 7 p.m. for a pro-space program. )3oth
meetings tal\e place at Albuq. Federal, 4901 Central
NE (corner of Centr.al 1m<l Quincy), All interested
newcomers are we)cQme.
717
SQUARE Dr\NCE TQUJ{SI>AV 7-9 p.m. on the
mall in front of library. Beglnnm welcome. 5() cents.
7114
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT? AdVerllse in Las
Noticias. Only 10 per word per issue for UNM
organizations,
tfn

Open: 10·6 weekdays-10·5 Saturdays
Accessories, Repairs, Tourlllg Equipment
Clothing, Free Workshops
One Year Fiee Service With Bike Purchase

3407 Central N.E.

26s.s17o

ACROSS
1 Vegetables
5 Basic food
9 Gem unit
14 One and 15- horse
16 Spring up
17 Destroy
18 Ninth hour
19 Getman gun
20 Baseball stat.
2.1 Queen
Mary's mate:
2 words
23 Lot
25 Urgency
26 Verb suffix
27 Fastener
29 - de plume
32 Fern part
35 Benefit
36 Prefix for
john
37 Devotion
38 Fur
39 Egyptian
goddess
40 Anthropoids
41 Seth's kin
42 Pitches
43 By way of
44 Quay
45 Biped

46 Contalner
48 Family members
52 Nazis
56 Sooner than
57 Mountain ash
58 Last notice
59 Rotate
60 Rhine feeder
61 Tempo
62 Strokes
63 Otary
64 Angered
65 To shelter
DOWN
1 Read
2 Harden
3 Epithet
4 Opp. of ant.
5 Producing
ore
6 Satire
7 Hunger
8 Understood
9 Known as
10 As - ....._ of
thumb
11 Stiffness
12 Cruising
13 Condition
21 Humane
22 Senseless
24 Prongs

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Not giddy

47 Cognizant

28 Census
30 Leave out
31 Hit or....._
32 Coattail
33 Halter
34 Conquer
35 Toddler
36 Actress
Keaton
38 Canvas items
42 Vehicles
44 Held fast
45 Entangled

48 Tariff
49 Asian
kingdom
50 Hackneyed
51 Reason
52 Cheese
53 Shrub genus
54 Pueblo
dWeller
55 Steel
member
59 Watering
place

